Abstract. We present a comprehensive model for quantitative evaluation and comparison of search engines. The model is based on the LSP method for system evaluation. The basic contribution of our approach is the aggregation of all relevant attributes that reflect functionality, usability, and performance of search engines. In this respect our model is fully consistent with the ISO 9126 standard for software product evaluation. Performance analysis of competitive search engines is based on our search engine benchmarking tool (SEben) that is also described in the paper.
Introduction
Search engines were introduced in 1993 and the first attempts to develop techniques for their evaluation were published in 1996 [CHU96] . During the period of ten years the search technology made a dramatic progress [BRI98, BAE99, SPA97, CHA03, HAW06] and currently search engines are the most influential web tools. A survey of some major search engines is presented in Table 1 . Some of the engines use proprietary search technology (PST), some of them are meta search engines that distill and aggregate results of multiple PST search engines, and some of them offer specialized search services using a selected PST provider. General search services are accessible through all web browsers (e.g. Netscape) and are also offered by Internet service providers (e.g. AOL). According to a study conducted by Nielsen NetRatings in July 2006 [SUL06] out of the 5.6 billion searches placed in that month, the leading GYM trio (Google, Yahoo, Microsoft) handled more than 80% of total traffic, with Google taking a leading 49.2% (see Table 1 and [BAE99] for a very different distribution in 1998).
Regardless a visible industrial interest in search engine companies (e.g. see [SEW06, SEG06, GAR06]), and intensive research in the area of information retrieval, the existing search engine evaluation papers are restricted to evaluating only selected aspects of search technology [CHU96, JAN03, TAN03]. Search engines are not quantitatively evaluated as complex industrial products that are designed to satisfy user requirements.
In this paper we focus on building a comprehensive model for evaluation and comparison of general PST search engines. Our model reflects the ability of search engines to satisfy user requirements. The experimental part of the paper includes the evaluation of four leading PST search engines: Yahoo! Search, Ask, Google, and MSN. Our criterion reflects the needs of both nonprofessional and professional searches. The results of performance measurements, collected by our benchmarking tool, are aggregated with all attributes that reflect the functionality and usability of search engines to generate a compound indicator of the overall quality. Our evaluation method is presented in the following five sections. We first introduce the search engine user and workload models, and then the search engine attributes that are the basis of the evaluation model. The attributes include performance and quality of information retrieval that are measured using a specialized tool, which is presented in a separate section. Then we outline the LSP evaluation method. Finally, we present a comprehensive LSP criterion for search engine evaluation and the evaluation results.
The area of search engines is very dynamic, characterized by permanent developments and improvements. The evaluation results presented in this paper reflect the status of evaluated search engines in June 2006.
2.
Search engine user and workload models
All parameters of search engine evaluation model, as well as the search engine benchmark workload, reflect a specific model of the search engine user. We characterize users using two primary attributes: (1) volume, and (2) significance of search. The volume is measured in searches per day of a specific topic. The significance is characterized as "low" if the search is purely recreational (as the majority of searches in Table 3 ). The significance is "high" if the results of search significantly affect professional work, health, security, family activities, etc. Two characteristic types of users are shown in Table 2 . Short-term high-intensity search traffic is generated by special events that cause high level of public interest. Such events are illustrated by the search frequency distribution shown in Fig. 1 [GOG06b]. After important events (e.g. natural disasters, war events, global-scale diseases, terrorist attacks, events related to celebrities, etc.) the frequency of searches related to such events rapidly increases, reaches the maximum, followed by an almost exponential decrease, similar to the Rayleigh or log normal distributions. In many cases the interest in special events fades out rather quickly and does not affect the top 10 yearly queries that characterize the GP user. The GP user is defined using the statistics of most frequent requests obtained from search engine traffic monitors. The GP traffic is dominated by large public interest in special (sometimes accidental) events and popular public personalities. Table 3 shows an example of the top 10 Google queries [GOG06a] that illustrate the worldwide activity of the GP user. The overlap of each pair of consecutive sets is only 10% showing the shift of public interest. The SU search load is generated by many categories of special interest user groups, where the most important are professional searches. The SU group reflects the fact that Internet is today a critical component of the majority of professional activities, education, business, research, health protection, politics, social work, entertainment, etc. A significant fraction of search activities is related to search of literature.
Performance and quality of information retrieval are important components of our search engine evaluation model. In the case of GP workload the performance and retrieval quality attributes can be measured using a specialized benchmarking tool. In this case the drive workload must reflect the interest of general public, and we used the statistics of most frequent requests obtained from traffic monitors of major search engines. Table 4 shows examples of GP workload that we used in performance measurements. The SU workload has strong semantic component and the quality of information retrieval can be fully analyzed only by experts in a specific area. For example, the recall of a query about "andness" should be evaluated by decision analysts, and the recall of a query about "Rituximab" should be evaluated by medical experts. A complete analysis of performance and quality of search engines for SU workload cannot be done automatically using a benchmark tool. Therefore, an automatic analysis of performance and quality of search is reasonable for GP workload, and this is done by our SEben tool. In the case of SU workload, a benchmarking tool has limited applicability.
3.
SEben -a search engine benchmarking tool SEben is our tool for search engine benchmarking and for measurement of quality of information retrieval (IR). Following are main SEben design goals:
• Measurement of IR quality (precision, recall, and coverage of search)
• Measurement of response time The goal of selecting the benchmark queries is to have a representative workload that primarily includes those queries that have high frequency. Our benchmark queries (initially b>300) reflect the activities of the general public and include most popular search topics reported by Yahoo! Search, MSN, Google, and Ask in the past 6 years. For example, one of our query sets was taken from Google Zeitgeist Archive [GOG06b] . SEben first submits selected queries to analyzed search engines and measures response times. Then, the returned pages are analyzed to collect URL's for later analysis. Coverage, recall, and precision are calculated at a later time based on the collected URL's in database.
The core functionality of SEben is exposed as a Web Service that receives test requests from Web UI, Windows scheduled tasks, or other client applications (Fig.3 ). The test requests are then forwarded to various search engine classes, which inherit from one base class. The base class encapsulates common functionalities such as sending HTTP request, retrieving response stream, etc. All test results, including both collected metrics and retrieved URL's, are logged to the performance database.
The performance database contains several tables. The most important are the summary table (containing response time for the first page, the cumulative response time for all retrieved pages, the number of bytes per each page, and the total number of retrieved URL's) and the detailed table (containing all retrieved unique URL's). We also collect time stamps and other data necessary for analyzing distributions of measured values.
This design provides a reusable framework for search engine evaluation, and new search engines can be supported by creating new search engine classes. Engine-specific code only needs to implement two methods: GetSearchAddress, which accept keywords and format a query string following specific format defined by the target engine; and GetSearchResult, which parses acquired HTTP response stream to collect returned URL's.
In the following sections, we summarize the theoretical background of information retrieval quality measurements implemented in SEben.
Measurement of server response time
Let us define the server response time is the time that a search engine needs to execute a query and to generate the result set. Although most of search engines display server response times on result pages, we decided to find an independent measurement to verify these claims. In order to eliminate effects of network delays, we measured the server response time in the following way:
1) An empty search request (the search without any keyword) is submitted to the search engine. The total response time between when the request is sent and when HTTP response stream is acquired is recorded as t 1 . 2) Immediately after we get response from step 1, we send out actual search request and the corresponding response time t 2 is recorded.
3) The server response time is t 2 -t 1 . The rationale behind this measurement is simple: both t 2 and t 1 contain three components: the time for the request packet to be routed to search engine, the time for search engine to process the request, and the time to establish response stream connection. By subtracting t 1 from t 2, we eliminate factors affected by network transportation, assuming consecutive request packets are routed in similar routes. At the same time, we try to eliminate the effect of caches by sending unique queries, which are composed by combining keywords from different workloads.
Theoretically, if D denotes the set of all relevant documents and A is the set of answers returned by the search engine, then the main performance indicators are precision |D∩A|/|A| and recall |D∩A|/|D| (here |A| denotes the number of elements in the set A). In rare cases of SU workload the set D can be known to expert evaluator, and |A| can be a small value, so that precision and recall can be accurately computed and used for evaluation and comparison of competitive search engines. Unfortunately, in a general case of web search engines we cannot directly measure D and A, and exactly compute precision and recall. Below, we present approximate methods for measuring precision, recall and coverage.
Measurement of precision
Precision of search is defined as the ratio of the number of retrieved relevant documents |D∩A| and the number of all retrieved documents |A|. Most of existing studies are based on manual scoring systems to decide relevancy of documents. As our goal is to establish a framework of automatic repetitive low-cost tests, an alternative measurement is required.
A statistical analysis in [JAN03] shows that 73% of users only viewed 2 documents out of all retrieved documents. In addition, 53% of users were able to find wanted document using only one query. The results show that the quality of ranking is crucial to fulfill user search requirements, because the majority of users only browse very few documents in the result set. Furthermore, the existing ranking algorithms can ensure that statistically most relevant documents are ranked highest.
Given this result, we limited our analysis to first k documents returned by search engines. Suppose that our analysis includes n search engines and the number of reported URL's for each search engine is limited to k. 
k is the ranking assigned to j U by search engine i.
The final ranking of documents is based on the average value of
The first k documents with highest final ranking are selected as the final collection of all relevant documents to be studied, denoted as U. Finally, the precision P i of search engine i can be defined as:
Measurement of recall
Recall is the fraction of all relevant documents that is returned by a search engine. In a general case, it is not possible to collect all relevant documents from the web. However, recalls of different engines can be compared using relative ratios. For a specific search, let D be the (unknown) set of all relevant documents. Then 1 ,..., 
For search engine i, we approximate i D A ∩ by the result sets we collected during precision measurements:
U is the collection of documents that all participating search engines voted to be relevant. A document returned by search engine i is considered relevant if and only if the document belongs to U as well.
Measurement of coverage
The coverage of a search engine can be determined as the total number of pages returned by the search engine. It is impractical to physically measure the absolute coverage of search engines because that would require us to develop a crawler that is superior to existing crawlers and is able to find all documents on the Internet. On the other hand, measuring relative coverage sizes of search engines is possible, as suggested in [BHA97]. We adopted the approximation formula proposed in [BHA97], which gives a relative ratio of coverage. Let A be the set of all pages indexed by the search engine E 1 , and let B be the set of all the pages indexed by search engine E 2 . Then, for any random URL u from Internet, the probability of u A ∈ and the probability of u B ∈ are proportional to sizes of A and size of B:
Using the conditional probability rule we have
This formula assumes that sampled documents are uniformly distributed, and the accuracy of the formula is affected by recalls of analyzed engines. A more complete discussion of this model can be found in [BHA97] where the authors used a lexicon of 40000 words and Yahoo to generate sample documents. In our measurement, we used so far over 10000 documents retrieved using PST search engines that are not among the competitive search engines. Although the sample does not necessarily represent the actual web word distribution, it is a fair-scaled, diverse selection over space and time. In addition, using independent PST search engines eliminates the possible bias caused by using one of the analyzed search engines as data source.
In all performance indicators (coverage, recall and precision) we normalize the measured values with the value that corresponds to the best system. In this way the best system has relative quality 1 (or 100%) and all other systems have lower values. These normalized (relative) values are then used as inputs for the evaluation criteria.
4.
Search engine quality attributes The basic idea to evaluate software from the standpoint of its operation and upgrading is shown in Fig. 4 . In the case of search engines the general software quality model must be modified to reflect specific features of search engines. First, from the end user standpoint it is only interesting to evaluate the operation of the software product. Consequently, the performance evaluation area must be expanded with the evaluation of information retrieval quality. At the same time, the reliability group is found not to be critical and can be omitted. This approach yields the following tree of attributes that affect the ability of search engines to satisfy user requirements: Each of the search engine evaluation attributes contributes to the engine ability to satisfy user requirements. The attributes are individually evaluated and the results of evaluation are aggregated to get a compound performance indicator for each search engine as a whole. This process takes into account desired logic relationships of inputs, and their relative importance according to the Logic Scoring of Preference (LSP) method presented below.
LSP method for system evaluation
System evaluation is a process of determining the extent to which a given system satisfies a set of requirements specified by a human decision maker (evaluator). This definition implies that the evaluated system has users, and users expect that the system can satisfy their requirements. The LSP method [DUJ96, DUJ97, DUJ06] essentially consists of three steps:
• Creating a system attribute tree • Defining elementary criteria • Development of preference aggregation structure The system attribute tree (SAT) is a decomposition structure that includes all system attributes that affect the ability of the evaluated system to satisfy user requirements. The SAT presented in Section 2 includes two types of attributes: compound attributes (that can be further decomposed) and terminal attributes (called performance variables) that cannot be further decomposed and can be directly evaluated.
Performance variables are evaluated using elementary criterion functions that map the values of performance variable to the corresponding preference score. The preference score is the degree of satisfaction of requirements and its range is from 0 to 1 (or 100%). For example, if the requirement is that a search engine response time t greater than max t seconds is unacceptable, and the time that is less than min t seconds satisfies completely user expectation, then the corresponding preference score E is
This mapping can be conveniently expressed using the preference scale shown in Fig. 5 .
Similar elementary criteria can be defined for all n performance variables, and from these criteria we get an array of elementary preferences: 1 ,..., n E E . Using these elementary preferences we can compute the global preference To compute the global preference we must use preference aggregation structure that consists of superposition of appropriate aggregation operators. We assume that no system can be better than its best component, or worse than its weakest component. Consequently, the preference aggregators should be organized as means.
Some components of an evaluated system are always more important than other components. So, if we use means to aggregate elementary preferences, then the selected means must have adjustable weights. We use preference aggregators based on weighted power means; an aggregator that has k input preferences 1 ,..., k e e generates the output preference The weights 1 ,..., k w w reflect the relative importance of inputs 1 ,..., k e e , and the exponent r reflects the logic properties of the aggregator. Such aggregator is graphically presented in Fig. 6 and a survey of all basic aggregators is presented in Table 5 . Fig. 7 . If we aggregate preferences 1 x and 2 x then the aggregated value will be located between 1 x and 2 x approximately in location that is denoted by the position of aggregator (e.g. for A the result will be in the middle).
Among aggregators presented in Table 5 , the second most frequently used operator is CPA. Its structure is shown in Fig. 8 . This is an asymmetric operator: m is a mandatory input (if m=0 then the output z=0) and d is a desired input (if d=0 then the output z is only decremented by an adjustable penalty). The parameters r, 1 W , and 2 W can be computed from the desired values of the mean penalty and mean reward. 
Partial conjunction (PC), a spectrum of simultaneity levels. All input preferences must be to some extent simultaneously satisfied.
Arithmetic mean (AM), or Conjunctive/ Disjunctive Neutrality (CDN). AM models a perfect balance of simultaneity and replaceability. All inputs are desired, but no one is mandatory or sufficient. ORAND (PD) 1 < r < +∞ Partial disjunction (PD), a spectrum of replaceability levels. Each input can be used to partially compensate the lack of remaining inputs. More details about the mathematical aspects of the LSP method can be found in [DUJ05] . By systematically applying the aggregation of preferences according to the structure of SAT and desired logic properties of specific aggregators we eventually compute the global preference, i.e. a compound indicator of the ability of the evaluated system to satisfy all user requirements. This indicator is then used for evaluation and comparison of search engines, as shown in the next section. 
LSP criterion for evaluation of search engines
In this section we use the LSP criterion for search engine evaluation to compare four major PST search engines: Yahoo! Search, Ask, Google, and MSN. Our LSP criterion consists of 52 elementary criteria, which include 83 individual quality attributes collected using various measurements and analyses. Figure 9 shows three examples of typical elementary criteria. All elementary criteria that evaluate performance and quality of information retrieval can be organized ac combination of GP and SU workload. In the case of coverage, recall, and precision, the results of SU workload are generated by expert evaluators. These results can be aggregated with results for GP workload collected by SEben. The GP and SU results can be aggregated using complementary weights (w and 1-w, 0<w<1) that can shift the emphasis of evaluation continuously from GP to SU type of user. The default approach characterized by w=1/2 reflects the standpoint that high volume deserves equal attention as the high significance of search.
Elementary criteria are used to compute normalized preference values (from 0 to 100%) for all 52 inputs. The next step in the evaluation process is to organize the logic aggregation of preference structure (Fig. 10 ). This structure uses aggregators shown in Figures 7 and 8 to compute the global preference score for each of competitive search engines. The global preference score corresponds to the evaluated system as a whole. The aggregation of preferences is a process of averaging that reflects desired formal logic and semantic relationships between aggregated values. A very high information retrieval quality (92.57%) and rich functionality help Google to establish the dominating position. In addition, Google has the best balance of quality -all major groups of Google features satisfy more than 80% of evaluation requirements. On the other hand, Google could improve some usability components. E.g., one of the negative aspects in Google's UI is the "I'm Feeling Lucky" button. Regardless its long history, this label makes no sense and the button creates confusion to new users. There is also enough space for further development of functionality.
MSN Search has the best usability and ranks second because it dominates the third-placed Yahoo! Search in all areas except performance. In particular, MSN attains a higher coverage of page indexes, and gets a high usability score due to its easy-to-use customized ranking feature. On the other hand, MSN has usability areas that can be improved. For instance, in the case of function visibility, MSN gets a low score due to its strange design of putting some search categories on top of the page, while putting some other categories in a drop-down list besides the "Search" button. MSN offers a good balance of usability, performance, and information retrieval quality. However, its functionality is insufficient and could be significantly improved. Ask got the lowest scores in all subsystems, resulting in the last position. Its weakest subsystems are functionality and information retrieval quality. In the area of information retrieval quality, Ask's low index coverage significantly hurts its global preference score. In addition, Ask provides fewer search options and filters comparing with other three search engines. In the performance area, Ask's resulting HTML source documents are badly organized, with lots of spaces and empty lines. The average length of Ask's result pages is 4 times longer than the length of MSN's result pages. Ask is competitive in the area of usability and performance, but needs improvements in the areas of functionality and information retrieval quality. Its poor balance of features indicates an imbalanced development strategy.
Conclusions
Evaluation and selection of software systems is a complex problem characterized by a large number of heterogeneous inputs. Many of input attributes are important but difficult for quantification and measurement. Both IEEE and ISO standards for software quality metrics provide initial guidelines for defining general-purpose software quality attributes. The presented search engine evaluation criterion shows that the LSP method is suitable for building complex criteria on top of basic concepts provided by software quality standards. Evaluation of search engines is one of complex software evaluation problems. It includes a spectrum of functionality, usability and performance inputs including more than 80 individual quality attributes. In the case of performance, it was necessary to develop a specialized tool for measurement of response times, resource consumption, and the quality of information retrieval.
Basic advantages of using the LSP method for software evaluation and comparison can be summarized as follows:
• Ability to aggregate any number of heterogeneous inputs, including functionality, usability, performance, and cost indicators.
• Ability to express necessary logic relationships between inputs, such as simultaneity, replaceability, mandatory and desired inputs, etc.
• Ability to express both formal logic and semantic components of the decision model.
• Unrestricted applicability in all regions of input attributes space (the method generates meaningful results for any combination of input values).
• Ability to automatically reject systems that do not satisfy any of mandatory requirements.
• Ability to explain and justify evaluation results in a simple and understandable way. Our evaluation of four leading search engines provides insight into the state of the art in the Internet search technology. Google offers the best search technology, and satisfies approximately 10% more requirements than the closest competitors (MSN and Yahoo). The difference between MSN and Yahoo is small. Modest functionality and quality of information retrieval are main reasons why Ask satisfies roughly half of our requirements. Our model also shows that no search engine seems to be perfect and there is space for improving even the best of them. The obtained evaluation results can be used to suggest what improvements of search technology would be the most beneficial for each of competitors.
The area of search engines is extremely dynamic, characterized by fast changes in offered services, the scope of search, functionality, usability, performance, and business relationships between competitors. In such an environment we cannot expect that evaluation criteria or evaluation results can last very long. Consequently, the proposed criterion will need permanent refinement and updating, according to functionality of new search engines and other developments. However, we believe that the proposed approach, the structure of the evaluation criterion, and the way of aggregating functionality attributes with usability, quality, and performance of IR will stand the test of time. Therefore, the future work should be focused on expanding and improving the performance measurement tool, refinement and evolutionary adjustment of the LSP criterion, development of specialized criteria for specific areas of search, and the coverage of all currently operational search engines.
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